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MODULAR, INSTALLATION-READY
CONTROL SYSTEM SOFTWARE SUITE.
The accelerator control system is the brain of every accelerator, controlling and
monitoring hundreds of different devices in a sub-microsecond synchronized
manner. Integrating all the devices in an accelerator from scratch is troublesome,
extremely time-consuming and error-prone.
Instead of creating yet another custom control system which will work as
required only after a couple iterations, we have decided to focus on the
accelerator as a complete machine.
The Cosylab AcceleratorOne is a complete and reliable solution that can
significantly speed up the development of your control system and reduce the
overall cost, in time and money.

KEY FEATURES

All control is in
the Operator’s hands
with SuperVISR

Industrial-grade stability, reliability, and
performance combined with unprecedented
modularity and configurability, out-of-the-box.
• SuperVISR makes it possible for the operator to comfortably perform any task,
routine or one-off, using many or all of the accelerator devices connected to the
AcceleratorOne.
• Operators use a single computer or a hand-held device such as an iPad.
• SuperVISR is platform independent (MS Windows, Linux, Oracle Solaris,
VMWare, iOS 6 or higher).
• Based on the scalable WinCC OA SCADA software, which can handle up to 10
million tags.
• Automatic data archiving and display widgets for real-time device
measurements.

Services for Processing

• The Allocator is an abstraction software that coordinates all the accelerator
devices at once, has automatic workflow logic implemented for different
types of accelerators, e.g. cyclotrons, synchrotrons, and linacs, and acts as an
interface to the accelerator control system management software.
• The Commissioning Procedures Framework (CPF) automates all the accelerator
commissioning tasks, from beam generation to beam transport, optimization
of parameters, optics, ballistics, logging of data and displaying it in real-time on
graphs while automatically generating reports.
• The High-Speed Data Distribution Service (HDDS) enables high performance
streaming of data between multiple data providers and multiple data receivers
over an IP network.
• The Configuration Management System (CMS) manages all front end controllers
so they can be loaded dynamically, making it possible to deploy an entire
control system in minutes.
• The Centralised Logging System (CLS) provides users with a rich remote log
viewer that is designed with developers, system integrators, commissioning
and on-site engineers in mind.
• The Save and Restore Manager (S&R) allows the operator to take a snapshot of
the current state of the accelerator control system and then at any time restore
the system to the same state.

Core Frameworks

• The Modular Accelerator Device Integration Environment (MADIE) is a LabVIEWbased framework that enables integration of all devices into a functioning
accelerator system.
• The Central Timing System (CTS) synchronizes the operation of hundreds of
devices distributed across the entire accelerator with great temporal accuracy.
The CTS is an MRF-based timing system that is an off-the-shelf product
adaptable to the needs of PT accelerators of all types and sizes.

BENEFITS
Built on established commercial off-the-shelf
hardware and software from National Instruments
(NI), Micro-Research Finland (MRF) and Siemens.
• Standardized and modular: AcceleratorOne is designed to fit a wide array of
hardware devices and fulfill unique installation requirements, making it usable
in any PT system.
• Customizable: Customer-specific requirements can be easily incorporated.
• Integration and Control out of the box: A diverse portfolio of medical
software systems is ready to be integrated and the electronics of all accelerator
subsystems is ready to be controlled.
• Certification: Developed according to standards for medical software, i.e. ISO
9001, 13485, 14971 and IEC 62304, AcceleratorOne comes with all the required
documentation.
• Reduced time and effort to first patient: As part of the Cosylab OncologyOne
Product Suite, AcceleratorOne is compatible with TreatmentOne and ScanOne,
reducing the analysis and design phases and speeding up development.
• Reduced risks: Reduces the risks associated with custom development from
scratch because AcceleratorOne has been extensively tested in a clinical
environment.
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WHY COSYLAB
The development and
maintenance of software for
particle therapy has always
been a long, costly, complex
and often underestimated
task. Therefore, most particle
therapy machine vendors
experience it as a bottle-neck
in their development of
a complete solution.
Our suite of installation-ready
software products helps you
to avoid this painful journey
by giving you:
• a competitive advantage by
lowering your time-to-market
• a fixed cost and delivery date,
• all the medical software
documentation necessary
for the certification of the
whole machine.
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Cosylab is a global technology company that builds and integrates stateof-the-art software and electronics for the world’s most complex, precise
and advanced systems. The company was established in 2001 and has
expanded its services from building control systems for the world’s largest
scientific projects to developing innovative software solutions for particle
treatment of cancer. By making particle therapy cancer treatment safer,
more effective and affordable, we enable our partners to deliver better
healthcare worldwide.

